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Follow the fascinating journey of Captain Nemo and explore the oceanâ€™s wonders, both real and

imagined ... or are they?What if a sixteen-year-old assistant traveled aboard the storied Nautilus,

the narwhal-shaped submarine of 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea? And what if he were the sole

survivor of the ill-fated voyage and went on to relay his adventures to a certain . . . Jules Verne?

Find this brave young manâ€™s own account in the lavishly illustrated Oceanology, a tale of an 866

voyage of discovery that investigates diving bells and shipwrecks; coral reefs and ice canyons;

sharks, giant octopi, and luminous sea monsters; underwater volcanoes, and even the legendary

island of Atlantis.
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Wayne Andersen has been illustrating in his colour pencil style for over 40 years and is renowned

for his playful imagination and fantastic imagery. His titles for Templar include contributing

illustrations to the worldwide best-seller Dragonology. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

8 year old nephew loves these books! Perfect age to enjoy these books. They are beautifully done



with so much detail and lots of information--much more interactive and interestingly educational than

most books. Well worth the money.

These books are so beautifully made. My son started off with the Dragonology book and was

mesmerized by it. So this was his birthday gift this year and he loved it just as much!

Great condition for the price. No markings or tears. Very slight signs of use. Very happy with our

purchase.

I love these 'ology' books!

This is a magical, fun, fascinating book with layers on layers of learning. My son is 8 and adores this

book, and I love it just as much. My dad is 75 and he loves it too! We have had it for a few months

and we continue to discover new things every time we read it. There is a lot of text and it can be a

bit advanced for a 3rd grader, but he still enjoys perusing through it. Can't wait to get PIrateology.

Shipped fast and as described.

Wonderful book written as the "next" Capt Nemo's adventure.We are reeding it having Jules Verne

novel aside.A lot of useful information - even for adults.Did you know who was the first scientist

studing the winds? Yes, indeed, he was the sailor.A lot of beautiful pictures - even for those who are

less then five.

Very fun book - keeps us busy for hours looking at al of the information, secret flaps, notes, etc. We

visited an aquarium that had this book at full price - nice to get it off of  at almost half the price!
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